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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale,^-Through the centuries education statesmen have
urged the utilization of "real experiences" rather than "synthetic"
and "artificial" learning activities in the school. A child's educa
tive experiences are far more impressive and lasting when they are
realistic and direct; and found in the matrix of concrete materials.
If teachers believe that the primary purpose of education is to
improve the quality of community living through more effective, indi
vidual participation; it is, then, vitally urgent that there be a
stronger move toward mobilizing educational forces to use the commun
ity's historical resources for the purpose of supplementing and vital
izing the lone textbook or role material. Teachers are coming to
realize that the lone textbook, however excellent it may be, needs to
be enriched by complementary and enriching learning materials.
What then, do we consider as our community? We usually con
sider the community as an area represented by the city, county, state,
or even as a nation in which we live and pursue our daily tasks. But,
in considering the use of the community in the education of children
and youth, we think in terms of all those existing or potential mate
rials and forces in the school community which could and should be
utilized to improve the quality of teaching and learning. And, cer
tainly, all pupils should be exposed to the background of all the
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important historical events, and cultural products in their commun
ities. Wesley and Adams affirm:
The community is an epitome of the world. It provides instances
of every fundamental process, past and present. The local church
is the summation of man's efforts to meet spiritual needs} the
grocery store is the cross-roads of the world's economic highways}
the village council is wrestling with many of the problems that
have vexed, rulers of all ages} the local doctor shares in all
knowledge concerning sickness and health} the local citizens are
heirs of all the ages. The local community has continuity with
the past and connections with all the world, and includes all
the hopes which inspire men everywhere. It has dignity and mean
ing. The teacher who cannot appreciate the community in which
her school is located is over looking a source of living power.1
More and more, the tapping of community resources will be
noticed in American education. But, as we use these resources, it
will be noted that learning through direct, concrete, and sensory
experiences need careful selection, preparation, and evaluation so
that underlying purpose of the learning experiences are apparent and
fully understood by the participants. The activities which use commun
ity resources should rise from class or school projects; meet specific
needs} or solve a particular problem. Again, we must remember that
all of these resources of the local community are just outside the
school's door.
Further, within the framework of the total community resources
are to be found a wealth of places, relics, objects and products which
historically mark the cultural background and advances of a people
and/or a community. It is these cultural relics which are most impor
tant in their use towards the vitalization and enrichment of the edu
cational program.
1Julian E. Butterworth, The Modern Rural School (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., First Edition, 1952), pp* 109-110.
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Evolution of the Problem.—The writer first became aware of
this problem after being employed in the Camden County School System
for one school year.
After carefully studying the community in which the writer was
employed, it was noted that there were many historical points of value
located in the community* Having attended elementary school in this
county, the writer was aware of the lack of attention focused on the
historical places and events in this county* As the writer turned
her attention to the high school in Glynn County, there again very
little attention was given to the community's historical resources*
The writer felt that a study of the historical resources of Camden
County and Glynn County should be made. With these facts in mind the
writer feels that such a study will reveal pertinent information con
cerning the historical resources of Camden County and Glynn County,
Georgia. This study should reveal also to the writer if these re
sources are being conveyed to the children of Camden County and Glynn
County, Georgia. It should also point out how these resources are
being conveyed to these children and youth.
Contribution to Educational Thought and Theory.—The writer is
aware of the importance of the community resources and their importance
to the educational program of any school system. The increasing im
portance of the impact of the community upon the program of the school
creates a need for teachers, principals, superintendents, and members
of the board of education to become more conscious of the impact which
the community will have on the children and school as a whole.
The goals of the educational program become, therefore, not
just to educate the children with the three Rfs but to educate the
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children also with facts of important places, events and legends of
historical value in his surroundings.
It has been said that the community is an epitome of the world}
that the school is to a community as a mirror is to the face* With
this in mind, the writer hopes from the data received, recommendations
will be made for the improvement of the use of the historical informa
tion in schools of Camden County and Glynn County, Georgia, It is
hoped that the data will bring to light in a compiled form pertinent
information concerning the community historical resources of Camden
and Glynn counties*
It is further hoped that the data compiled will be of value
to administrators, teachers, pupils, or researchers, and persons in
research work of a historical nature.
Statement of the Problem,—In this study the problem involved
was to identify, analyze, and interpret the nature and scope of the
historical cultural relics resources to be found in two counties in
Southeast Georgia; and to determine the extent to which the resources
found in these counties were being used in enriching and vitalizing
the educational programs of the schools situated in these Georgia
counties for the school year 1958-1959.
Limitation of the Study»~-This study was limited to identify
ing, analyzing, and appraising the extent to which the historical
cultural relic resources present were being used in the school situa
tions, but did not seek to determine any effect of the presence of the
resources and/or determine the outcomes in the schools.
Purpose of the Study,—The major purpose of this study was to
make a comprehensive survey of the historical cultural relic resources
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in two Southeast Georgia counties, and to determine whether or not
these resources were being used in the educational program of the
schools serving these counties during the 1958-1959 school year.
More specifically, the main purpose of this research is char
acterized in the statements belowi
1. To determine what are the historical cultural relic re
sources to be found in these two counties.
2. To determine the way through which the historical resources
are brought into, how used in the educational programs of
the schools in two Southeast Georgia counties.
3. To determine if the historical cultural relic resources
are being used in the educational programs of the schools
in two Southeast Georgia counties*
4. To formulate whatever implications, if any, for educational
theory and practice which may be reasonably justifiable by
the analysis and interpretation of the data.
Definition of Terms.—The more significant terms which were
used throughout this research are characterized in the following
statements:
1. The term, "community historical resources," as used in
this study refers to all historical places, events, and
relics to be found in Camden and Glynn counties, Georgia.
2. The term, '•historical," as used in this study, refers to
all places, relics and events characteristic of the period
between 1775 and 1900 in Camden and Glynn counties, Georgia.
Locale of the Study.—This research was conducted in seven
elementary and secondary public schools for Negroes in two Southeast
counties in Georgia, for the school year 1958-1960. The counties are
bound on the south by the St. Marys river, on the west by Charlton,
Brantley and Wayne counties; on the north by Mclntosh county and on
the east by the Atlantic Ocean. In this section of Georgia many
historical relics are found. Ancient missions, islands, and buildings
may be found.
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Period of Study.—This study was conducted during the 1959-
1960 school year. Although, much of the planning for the study was
carried out under the guidance of competent advisors during the summer
session of 1959 at Atlanta University.
Methods of Research.—A combination of the Historical and
Descriptive Survey Method of research, employing the specific tech
nique of the questionnaire, an analysis of official records, were
used to gather the data required for this study.
Description of the Instruments.—The research instruments used
in collecting the data for this study are as follows: (a) A question
naire was specifically designed and validated under the supervision
of competent advisors in the area of educational research of the
Education Department of Atlanta University, (b) an analysis of books,
official records of the counties, (c) newspapers, (d) observations and
(e) land markers*
Criterion of Reliability.—The criterion of reliability for
the data was predicated upon the authenticity and accuracy of the
responses to the questionnaire items, together with the documentation
of the actual existence of the relics.
Description of the Subjects.—The subjects in this study were
seventy-five teachers, principals and supervisors who were vitally
concerned about the use of the historical relics of these two Southeast
Georgia counties, in the educational program.
Procedure.—The data necessary for this study were gathered,
analyzed, interpreted, and presented as follows:
1. Permission to carry on this research project was obtained
from the proper school administrators in the two counties
where the study was conducted.
2. The questionnaire used as the basic data-gathering
instrument was constructed and validated under the super
vision of competent staff members of the School of Educa
tion, Atlanta University,
3. The questionnaire was distributed to the proper individuals
in the schools which participated in the research.
4. Whenever necessary, personal visits were made to schools
and communities, and interviews with capable individuals
to supply added and authenticating data to the study.
5. The data from the questionnaires, records and books were
collected and organized under proper captions and pre
sented in appropriate tables and figures in the finished
thesis copy.
6. The findings, conclusions, implications, and recommenda
tions stemming from the interpretation of the data were
incorporated in the finished thesis copy.
Collection of the Data.—During the early part of the second
semester of the 1959-1960 school year questionnaires were sent to
seven elementary and secondary Negro schools in two southeast Georgia
counties. These questionnaires were well executed by the subjects,
consequently, out of the one hundred and twenty-five questionnaires
sent, the seventy-five returned questionnaires were used in this
study.
The questionnaire was validated under the supervision of compe
tent staff members in the area of educational research. The data from
the total number of usuable questionnaires returned by the subjects
were tabulated, with the results in tables according to number and
per cent of each item responded to on the questionnaire.
Related Literature.—It is believed by many that the community
plays a great role in the lives of the pupils which are enrolled in the
schools. If this is true the pupils' education is only partly ful
filled in the school itself. The school simply transfers the custom
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and other factors of the culture of the community to the pupil.
Learning about our community should not be considered another
subject to be taught without any connection to the other subjects,
but rather another way of integrating life progress with all other
experiences. The methods employed to get this information to the
pupil should be irrefutable and arise out of real classroom situations*
Butterworth in commenting on the influence of the community
resources states:
Education is essential to social progress in the wise use of
resources. People usually do not do any better than their know
ledge, skill, and ideals make possible. Since these human char
acteristics are learned and acquired, all progress worthy of the
name depends in a fundamental way upon education, formal or infor
mal.
Resource use in our country should of necessity be based upon
the democratic ideal that the supreme values of our society are
human values, that all men are created equal, with respect to
dignity and rights. Education, then, should lead to the accep
tance and practice of the idea that resources should be developed,
used, and conserved for the greatest good of the greatest number
and not for the short-range benefit of a few or the self-appointed
elect. It also should strive to awaken and develop the creative
energies of every person to the fullest extent of his potentiali
ties. 1
Commenting further on the influence of the community, Krug is
of the opinion thati
The normal life of every community provides many learning
opportunities for children and youth in school. Railroad stations,
freight yards, post offices, air ports, factories, recreation cen
ters, housing projects and historic monuments are samples of these
possibilities. Every curricula development program should be con
cerned with helping teachers and students in all fields to make
maximum effective use of these resources.2
■••Julian E. Butterworth, The Modern Rural School (1st ed.;
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1952), pp. 109-110.
2Edward A. Krug, Curriculum Planning (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1950), p. 213.
Thompson, Morrow and McCall make this statement as they refer
to the community as a means of educational reference*
Our communities and states are rich in traditions, local
customs and folklore. Frequently interesting persons in the com
munity can be brought into the school to help the learners become
acquainted with this phase of community culture. Some people
make hobbies of collecting materials concerning folklore and
customs* Materials that have been collected for various centen
nial or bicentennial celebrations and preserved in files of local
organizations may be used by the school. Old newspapers and peri
odicals are also useful. Books are beginning to appear that give
a wealth of material about various sections of the country*-^
Commenting further on the community resources, Michaelis says:
The community is the setting in which the child lives and
learns; in it he develops the meanings and concepts essential to
an understanding of group living; in it he experiences life in a
democracy. The experiences he has in church, stores, theaters,
home, neighborhood, and school become his background of meaning
for study, thought, and expressions* Out of all these experiences
in the community came the backgrounds for developing an understand
ing of human relationships and processes of living.2
Raab's comment is important at this point when he statesi
The truly creative teacher recognizes that education has ex
tended and continues to extend beyond the classroom because he
firmly believes that education goes on all the time, everywhere,
in the sense that all of the environmental factors come to bear
in bringing changes in a child's behavior.3
Krug further states thatt
There is one vexation problem in the use of community resources
generally and outside speakers in particular. In city systems
where there are many classes, certain groups and individuals re
ceive too many requests for speeches, interviews, visits and the
like. It is necessary, therefore, to have some kind of group
1M. E. Thompson, Paul R. Morrow, and Celia C. McCall, The
Community as a Source of Materials of Instruction (revised, August,
1938; Atlanta: State Department of Education, 1938), p. 31.
2John U. Michaelis, Social Studies for Children in a Democracy
(2d ed.; Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1956), p. 204.
3<3eorge E* Raab, "Education Extends Beyond the Classroom,"
Childhood Education (May, 1957), p. 393.
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planning in the school system to provide for a more balanced use
of community resources and people. Here is another important
problem to be faced in a curriculum study program.1
In connection with community resources Harold R. Douglas
states:
To make the greatest use of the community as a source of edu
cational activities and materials will require teachers to become
members of the community rather than segments of it. If this is
done and community resources are used as curriculum materials,
then the school will become an integral part of the community
rather than segments of it.2
M. F. Seag and others believe that:
We cannot live without resources. Our bodies are made up of
the stuff that is in the earth, the air, and the water around us.
No chemist has ever found a trace of anything else in any plant
or animal or in any human being. The energy which we use in doing
work comes from the sun. It is stored in our food by green plants
which use the sunshine to manufacture that food. No physicist has
ever been able to trace human energy to any other source.3
In connection with using physical resources of the community
Kenneth H. Hansen states:
If we mean what we say when we declare that the curriculum is
something more than the books, assignments, classwork, and course
of study—if we really mean that we want to broaden and enrich the
life and activities of the public school—then we must make better
use of the physical resources of the community. These resources
are almost innumerable in every community, and are seldom ex
hausted, much less even utilized extensively. Every community has
much to offer to the sort of school which promotes a variety of
kinds of learning activities through the use of field trips, in
vestigations, community studies, making collections and displays,
and similar uses of the physical resources that the community
offers. Nor are such activities limited to a few fields; they
can be used successfully by the well-trained and alert teacher
1Edward A. Krug, Curriculum Planning (New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1950).
2Harold R. Douglas (ed.), The High School Curriculum (New
York: The Ronald Press Company, 1947), pp. 158-160.
%. F. Seag, Chairman, The Report of Gatlinburg II, Education
for the Use of Regional Resources (September, 1944), p, 26.
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and the interested students in almost any class or subject*
Studying various aspects of community life is obviously possible
in such subject fields as history, art, music, science, conserva
tion, health, civics, journalism, and geography, to name only a
few» The field trip offers opportunity for perhaps the most
obvious use of the physical resources of the community.!
Gommenting further Hansen states that:
No community is completely lacking in interesting places to
visit, though the list may vary from place to place. Museums,
stores, factories, plants, fire and police stations, city and
county offices, post offices, creameries, bakeries, places of
historical interest, unusual geographical features, farms, parks,
woodlands, newspapers, offices, exhibits provided by business and
industry, concert halls, areas where "foreign" culture patterns
may be found—this list is incomplete, only suggestive of the
rich physical resources that are so near the school and so easily
available for study. And yet they are often completely overlooked;
many students have doubtless had an experience similar to that
which one college student related to the writer—of living all
his life in a community rich in historical, geological, and indus
trial resources (including a world-famous molybdenum mine that
attracted visitors from every country) and never taking a single
field trip anywhere under the sponsorship of the school.2
Commenting on the use of community resources Caswell and
Foshay state:
The school is but one of a number of resources available for
service to children* The rebirth of the Community Council move
ment during World War II revealed the value of co-operative
efforts on behalf of children. Teachers, librarians, police
officers, public health officers, family service agencies, the
leaders of group work agencies, service club officials, the
clergy, public recreation officials, and PTA officials found in
one another resources which, used jointly, rendered their ser
vices to children much more effective.
It is essential for school personnel to be well acquainted,
and to maintain constant contact, with the personnel of other
social service agencies in the community, to the end that the
child may be served by the persons or agencies best able to help
him. The typical isolation of the schools from other social
^Kenneth H. Hansen, Public Education in American Society
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956), p. 274.
2Ibid*. p. 276.
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agencies of the community is deplorable. Too many children are
sacrifices because a teacher, through lack of information, fails
to make the single telephone call that would bring community aid,l
Fred Englehardt emphasizes the impact of resource use educa
tion by stating:
One must never overlook the fact that all citizens of a com
munity are teachers as they perform many of their daily tasks.
Every person irrespective of his background has an educational
philosophy, for he lives life and observes other people living
theirs. Hence, the school must be tolerant to those citizens
who are convinced that they know what the schools should do and
help them in their understanding of the complexity of school
work. The school must solicit the cooperation of the citizens
and serve to help them. 2
From other studies made it was noted that there is a need for
professional training of the administrators and teachers in general,
greater knowledge and skill in the use of community resources is
needed. Lastly that the inconvenience of transportation looms as a
serious problem in the minds of many teachers and is conceived as
limiting their approach to the use of community resources in the edu
cational program.
Summary of Related Literature.—The review of the related
literature pertinent to this problem is centered in the concept of
better use of community relic resources as a means of enriching the
learning process in elementary and secondary education, and is direct
ly concerned with the opinions of teachers, principals and visiting
teachers in regards to the methods used in the educational program.
The literature revealed that there is a general agreement that in a
1Hollis L. Caswell and A. Wellesley Foshay, Education in the
Elementary School (2d ed.; New York} American Book Company, 1950),
p* 272.
o
Fred Englehardt and V. 0. Owens, Secondary School Principles
and Practices (New York, 1937), p. 600. "" ~
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democratic society the community plays a very important role in the
educational program*
With reference to the importance of community resources in the
educational program, writers in the field set forth the following
beliefs:
1. The use of community resources should grow out of class
or community needs*
2. The teacher should make a community survey of the community
resources so that appropriate guidance can be given.
3. Plan with pupils, giving attention to needs and questions,
4. Make plans with pupils to visit sites.
5. Give definite form for recording data*
Illustrative of the professional thinking on the problem of
community resource use in an effort to provide or enrich the educa
tional program for all is the significant statement:
Michaelis states:
The local community is the maturing child's laboratory for
learning about man's way of living. In the community the child
can explore and study in a firsthand way the basic function of
group living. The child can develop increasingly deeper insight
into social functions by experiencing them directly in his daily
living and, under teacher guidance, by comparing ways of living
in his community with those in other communities. The richer
the experiences the child has in his community, the greater will
be his comprehension of ways of living elsewhere.1
•'•John U. Michaelis, Social Studies for Children in a Democracy
(2d ed.; Englewood Cliffsi Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956), p, 204.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Organization and Treatment of Data.—The purpose of this
chapter will be to present and interpret the data gathered from the
administration of the questionnaire on "The Methodology of the His
torical Resources in the Vitalization of Instructional Patterns in
Two Southeast Georgia Counties," as filled out by seventy-five teach
ers, principals, and supervisors. The data was gathered during the
1959-1960 school year. The data gathered from pamphlets, question
naires and resource books is treated in the following format:
A. A backdrop of the coastal area which includes Glynn and
Camden counties
B. History and characteristics of each county considered in
this study
C. The history and location of the relics found in these two
counties
1. snapshots
D» History of the missions of the coastal area, with special
emphasis on Camden and Glynn counties.
E, Tables and Interpretations
Backdrop of the Coastal Area.—Southern Georgia is a plain,
which slopes gradually down to the ocean, with an elevation from 80 to
300 feet. The coast is very irregularly indented, and has a shore line
on the Atlantic Ocean of 480 miles. It runs in a southwest direction
for 128 miles. The harbors are few except where the river empties*
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Savannah, Darien, Brunswick, and St. Marys are the principal ones.
Vessels of large size can enter these ports. The harbor of Savannah
has nineteen feet of water, that of Darien fourteen feet of water,
Brunswick, seventeen feet, St. Marys fourteen feet of water. Bruns
wick and Savannah, having large harbors and accessible to the interior
by means of the rivers, carry on extensive trade. The islands that
skirt the coast are low, flat, sandy and but little elevated above
the water. Cumberland Island, thirty miles long, is covered with
magnificent oak forests and lined with palms, palmettos and shrubbery.
Other islands are Cabbage, Ossabaw, St. Catherine, Sapelo, St. Simon
and Jekyll. The summer temperature is an average of 80 degrees, and
the winter temperature 52 degrees.
The counties of Camden and Glynn are located in the extreme
southeastern part of the state of Georgia. Bound on the south by
the St. Marys river, on the west by Charlton, Brantley and Wayne
counties, on the north by Mclntosh, and the Atlantic ocean on the
east.
The History of Glynn County.—The colonial council of the
Royal Province of Georgia at a meeting in 1771 laid off the city of
Brunswick, and named the streets and parks. The city was named in
honor of King George III, of England, who was of the House of Hanover
or Brunswick. Glynn County, of which Brunswick is the county seat,
was named in honor of John Glynn, a member of Parliament, who sympa
thized with the colonists in their struggle for independence. The
area of Glynn County is 439 square miles. Its altitude is 14 feet
above sea level. The annual temperature is 68.4 degrees F. and
average annual rainfall about 50 inches. Glynn County is bound on
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described the beauty and sweep of the marshlands that covered about
one-sixth of Glynn County's total area. Lanier's poem was written
only a few years before his death in 1881 at a time when the poet
was in a weakened condition from the disease which finally claimed
his life at the age of 39.
An Excerpt of Lanier's Poem
The world lies east: how ample, the marsh and the sea
and the skyi
A league and a league of marsh-grass, waist high,
broad in the blade,
Green, and all of a height, and unflecked with a
Stretch leisurely off, in a pleasant plain,
Light or a shade.
To the terminal blue of the main.
Oh, what is abroad in the march and the terminal sea?
Somehow my soul seems suddenly free
From the weighing of fate and the sad
discussion of sin,
By the length and the breadth and the sweep
of the marshes of Glynn.
Ye marshes, how candid and simple and nothing
with-holding and free
Ye publish yourself to the sky and offer
yourself to the seal
To lerant plains, that suffer the sea and the rains
and the sun.
Ye spread and span like the catholic man who
hath mightily won
God out of knowledge and good out of
infinite pain
And sight out of blindness and purity out of a stain,
As the marsh-hen secretly builds on the watery sod,
Behold I will build me a nest on the greatness of God:
I will fly in the greatness of God as the
Marsh-hen flies
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The orthodox test of Spanish colonial buildings in Georgia
has thus been the tabby constructions, the name for which was taken
from the Spanish tapia, meaning a sort of mud or cement wall. But
this particular method was learned from the Indians, probably used by
Franciscan monks, and carried into our national period by American
planters—a fact which has been most confusing to the archeologists
and ethnologists. To form columns or walls, casts, usually from one
to two feet high, were built of wood, probably cedar, and the cement
mixture was poured in and allowed to dry* As soon as it was dry,
the builders could proceed to superimpose other casts until the struc
ture was completed. The solidity of the work of the builder is
attested in the fortress like ruins of St. Marys; and their struggle
for beauty even in the midst of an engulfing nature, is shown in the
few feet of cornices that remain intact at Tolomato.
Ruins generally thought to be those of the Missions Santa
Domingo de Talaxe lie about fifteen miles north of Brunswick, on the
south bank of the Altamaha River. This mission was first built just
before the visit of Governor Ibarra late in 1604, and was dedicated
by Father Pedro Ruiz on November 21, When the Governor's ship
entered the mouth of the "Talaxe" River on his famous visit, among
those coming out to greet him was the chief Don Domingo, who also
attended Mass the following day. The early construction of the church
and the seeming zeal of the natives made the mission Santa Domingo for
a long time the center of the missions on St. Simon and Sapelo islands,
and of the Tolomato mission as well, though some time about the middle
of the century Tolomato became the center of all the missions between
St. Simon Island and St. Catherine Island. These ruins on the Altamaha,
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showing what could have been an octagonal presidio, a chapel, and
other monastic buildings rest in undisturbed calm in Glynn County on
the estate of Cator Woolford of Atlanta, Georgia*
The best preserved mission-type ruin in Georgia, the square
detached columns, and the perfectly preserved two-story wall—seventy-
five by one hundred and fifty feet—with thirty-four small windows
intact, now stands at their full height in Camden County near St,
Marys, Georgia, on the hunting preserve of Mr. James C Wilson of
Louisville and New York. Growing up around these beautiful ruins, so
gaunt and redolent of a rich history, are many health trees—a virgin
forest of rich tropical vegetation—primordial testimony of the anti
quity of the ruins. Here, more than anywhere else, nature has con
spired to impress upon us scale, extensiveness, and age of the coastal
missions; but the relative security of the South—far from the Yamasees
and the English—permitted the Spaniards to place special stress upon
this mission and to keep it in a state of good repair, although the
marks of the English and Indians attacks long remain upon it. The
physical evidence as well as many other facts point to this as a
central mission of no mean proportions during the last fifty years
of Georgia's mission history-
There is also still hope of finding the crumbling walls of two
substation missions, one Asao or San Simon, near the ruins of the Fort
of Frederica, and the other Ocontonico, probably between the light
house and the Frederica River, and perhaps a third, halfway inland
from the junction of the Frederica and Hampfcan river near Butler's
Point—all on St. Simon Island, the only one of the golden isles not
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in private hands. Between Brunswick and St. Simon Island one may
sometime come upon the remains of the Mission San Buenaventura de
Gualquini, although the evidence is good that this mission was lo
cated on Jekyll Island, On Cumberland Island between Old Tower and
Abraham Point, where during nearly the whole of the Spanish period
of Georgia was located the mission of San Pedro de Mocamo, built in
1603 and dedicated on March 10, the antiquarion can again look with
hope.
The History of Camden County*--Camden County was formed from
the Parishes of St. Thomas and St. Marys. In colonial days the parish
was the common political subdivision for such purposes as taxation.
When Georgia was declared a state these parishes were changed all
through the state into eight counties. Camden which included Charlton
County at that time was one of the first or original counties of
Georgia. Camden County was named for the Earl of Camden, an English
man who was sympathetic to the cause of the colonists. Charlton
County until 1854 remained a part of Camden County.
The rivers in Camden County are very interesting. When the
French came here they called the St. Marys river the Seine and the
Satilla river was called the St. Ilia. Crooked River which is used
extensively for fishing and boating is another of Camden1s interesting
waterways. The Little Satilla River forms the north boundary line of
the county* Another stream in the county is the Cumberland River.
Long ago there were many large plantations in Camden County.
There were usually large tracts of land with a big home in the middle
of a grove of trees. The overseers house was usually smaller than the
main house and the slaves cabins were always jammed right up together.
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The owner mapped out the plans for the work around the plantation and
the overseer saw that the work was done. The mistress of the planta
tion also had many things to do, such as supervise the servants in
the house and act as nurse and then look beautiful to entertain guests.
There were many rice plantations in Gamden County along the
rivers. The marsh lands were best adapted to raising rice, but many
slaves were needed to build the canals and dykes that were necessary
to flood the fields. In the higher grounds cotton and corn were the
crops raised. Some of these plantations are Maryfield, Waverly,
Ivanhoe, and Boggy Swamp.
In 1765 King George III of England granted to John Houston
Mclntosh a five thousand (5000) acre tract of land along the Satilla
River. This tract was called Refuge Plantation because according to
the records the settlers along the coast went inland to this planta
tion for refuge during some of the wars.
"ISLAND GROVE"
THE ISLAND MADE BY SLAVES
A part of the original Waverly Plantation, granted by King
George III to Sir William Middleton in 1760, in order that his 600
slaves might be safe from the invading bands of Indians they dug by
hand the rivers that make this an eight acre island, and here was the
black man's village.
From these river banks ship loads of rice and cotton left
for England, and on this very island the slave traders unloaded their
human cargoes, while around these coastal rivers, pirates hid their
gold.
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is a beautiful inscription on his tombstone telling of his many brave
deeds in the army and in his life,
Charles R. Floyd's father lived a little more than a mile
down the river from Fairfield at Bellview, the house of his father.
The family cemetery is located here and many old inscriptions
are still readable.
Here can be seen the tabby ruins of the old plantation house.
When building this home it is said that General Flody said he wished
to "anchor himself to the soil" so it is built in the shape of an
anchor.
The parade grounds where the troops were reviewed have grown
up now, but the place where they once were can be discerned* The
Floyds lived here for quite some time. They were in all of the organi
zations in Camden County.
"ST. MARYS, GEORGIA"
The town of St. Marys was laid out in 1788 although many
historians believe that it had been an Indian village as far back as
1562 when Captain Jean Ribault came with some Huguenots from France.
In 1699 a shipwrecked Quaker mamed Dickinson came up the
coast of what is now Georgia from St. Augustine. In his writings he
speaks of visiting St. Marys and St. Philips. It was once believed
that he referred to the town of St. Marys now in Camden County, as
Indian towns on Amelia Island.
Later in 1763 under the English this section was called St.
Marys Parish.
The year 1788 was the year of the first election held in
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St. Marys* Mr. Alexander Semple was running for clerk of the court.
There were fifty-eight (58) votes cast of which all were in favor of
Mr. Semple.
One thousand six hundred and seventy-two (1,672) acres of
land were purchased from Mr. Jacob Weed to lay out the town of St^
Marys, then called St. Patrick. The price of this land was thirty-
eight (38) minted silver dollars, being Spanish minted dollars. Each
purchaser received four (4) squares or four acres each on which, within
six months had to be erected a log frame, or brick building with a
shingled roof. The streets in St. Marys were named for these early
settlers.
Many old buildings and places of historical interest are to be
found in St. Marys. Some of these are: the Cemetery, where some of
the Evangelines1 friends were buriedj the Presbyterian Church, with
its legend of the horse in the belfry; Orange Hall, built about 1833,
for a manse for the Presbyterian Minister; and the George Washington
Pump, built in honor of George Washington. This famous pump was the
only source of water for the people of St. Marys during a tidal wave.
Another building of historical interest is the Archibald Clark house
where Aaron Burr stayed while he was fleeing down the coast, after his
duel with Alexander Hamilton. The Rudolph house which was built before
revolutionary days has a secret passageway* St. Marys is indeed a
historical town.
"ST. MARYS OAK GROVE CEMETERY"
The oak lined cemetery in St. Marys is very old and beautiful.
It was established in 1780 and is enclosed by a low stone wall. The
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were no railroads in those days it took a long time for them to go
to St. Marys.
In 1802 the public buildings were built at Jeffersonton, these
consisting of a courthouse and jail.
Old Jeffersonton remained the county seat of the county for
many years until it was again moved to St. Marys.
Tradition has it that the town of Jeffersonton was deserted
because the settlers having chills and fever. The town was settled
principally by wealthy rice planters who moved out and therefore the
old town of Jeffersonton was abandoned.
"COLERAXNE11
Coleraine was once an Indian trading post in the early days
of the county.
The state of Georgia granted, in 1786, to James Armstrong and
James Seagroves two large tracts of land on the St. Marys River*
When these traders entered the tracts it caused much trouble
among the Indians* The government had to take a hand in this and
during 1795 a government trading post was established at Coleraine.
This survived only two years.
In 1796 the Indians agreed to abide by the New York Treaty,
and pledged themselves to aid in running the line between Spain and
the United States. This was a very important treaty and was drawn up
and signed to keep peace between the Indians and the whites. To com
memorate this great event, the Lyman Hall Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution, Waycross, Georgia, erected on the very spot
where the peace treaty was signed, a giant granite boulder.
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TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION! "HOW LONG HAVE
YOU WORKED IN THIS COUNTY?" AS WAS OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-
FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS HISTORICAL STUDY OF TWO
SOUTHEAST GEORGIA COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Years Camden Glynn Total
0-5 7-22% 6 - 14% 13 - 17%
6-10 8 - 25% 10 - 23% 18 - 24%
11-15 4 - 13% 11 - 25% 14 - 19%
16-20 5 - 16% 3-7% 8 - 11%
21-25 2 - 6% 3-7% 5 - 7%
26-30 4 - 12% 2-5% 6 - 8%
31-35 1-3% 2 - 5% 2 - 3%
No Response 1-3% 6 - 14% 7 - 9%
years. Glynn County: 6 or 14 percent 0 to 5 years, 10 or 23 percent
6 to 10 years, 11 or 25 percent 11 to 15 years, 3 or 7 percent 16 to
20 years, 3 or 7 percent 21 to 25 years, 2 or 5 percent 26 to 30
years, 2 or 5 percent 31 to 35 years, and 6 or 14 percent no response.
The total for both counties were: 13 or 17 percent 0 to 5 years, 18
or 24 percent 6 to 10 years, 14 or 19 percent 11 to 15 years, 8 or 11
percent 16 to 20 years, 5 or 7 percent 21 to 25 years, 6 or 8 percent
26 to 30 years, 2 or 3 percent 31 to 35 years, and 7 or 9 percent no
response.
From the data was noted that the tenure of the teachers in
Glynn County rated higher than the teachers in Gamden County. For
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the two counties the highest tenure is 6 to 10 years or a total of
18 or 24 percent, the lowest tenure being 31 to 35 years or 2 or 3
percent.
The Problem of Grade or Grades Taught* —Table 2, page 41,
presents the data of the responses to the question! "What grade or
grades do you teach?" The data derived from the responses were*
Camden and Glynn percentages ran equal with the number of classes
represented in the schools, with the percentages 7 or 7 percent first
grade, 8 or 8 percent second grade, 8 or 8 percent third grade, 8 or
8 percent fourth grade, 6 or 6 percent fifth grade, 7 or 7 percent
sixth grade, 13 or 13 percent seventh grade, 9 or 9 percent eighth
grade, 7 or 7 percent ninth grade, 7 or 7 percent tenth grade, 8 or
8 percent eleventh grade, 6 or 6 percent twelfth grade, 1 or 1 percent
principals, 1 or 1 percent special class, 1 or 1 percent visiting
teacher. In the upper grades several teachers taught different sub
jects to different classes*
The Problem of the Number of Pupils in Class.-~Table 3, page
42, presents the data derived from the responses to the question:
"How many pupils are in your class?" The results ranged from a high
of 36 or 47 percent with 31 to 35 enrolled to a low of 1 or 1 percent
with 11 to 15 enrolled. The visiting teacher did not have a special
class, but served as advisor to all classes in that section* Only
2 or 3 percent of the participants did not respond to this question.
The Home Economics teacher's classes were combined with a total of
90 pupils*
The Problem of Being Familiar with Historic Relics*—Table 4,
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "WHAT GRADE OR GRADES DO
YOU TEACH?" AS WAS OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS
HISTORICAL STUDY OF TWO SOUTHEAST GEORGIA COUNTIES, 1959-1960
First
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh
Twelfth
Principal
Special Class
Visiting Teacher
, aaacesrs
Camden
4 -
4 -
4 -
4 -
3 -
3 -
4 -
2 -
2 -
2 -
3 -
3 -
1 -
10%
10%
10%
10%
8%
8%
10%
5%
5%
5%
8%
8%
3%
Glynn
3 -
4 -
4 -
4 -
3 -
4 -
9 -
7 -
5 -
5 -
5 -
3 -
1 -
5%
7%
7%
7%
5%
7%
15%
12%
9%
9%
9%
5%
2%
2%
Total
7 -
8 -
8 -
8 -
6 -
7 -
13 -
9 -
7 -
7 -
8 -
6 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
7%
8%
8%
8%
6%
7%
13%
9%
7%
7%
8%
6%
1%
1%
1%
page 42, presents the data on the responses to the question: "Are you
familiar with the historic relics in this county?" The data derived
from the responses were: Camden County 63 percent "Yes," 31 percent
"No," and 6 percent gave "No Response." Glynn County 65 percent "Yes,»
33 percent "No," and 2 percent gave "No Response."
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION! "HOW MANY PUPILS ARE IN
YOUR CLASS?" AS WAS OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS
HISTORICAL STUDY OF TWO SOUTHEAST GEORGIA COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Number
11 -
16 *
21 -
26 -
31 -
36 -
- 15
- 20
- 25
• 30
• 35
• 40
No Response
Visiting Teacher
Home•■ Economics
Camden
1-
9 -
12 -
11 -
1 -
1 -
3%
26%
34%
31%
3%
3%
Glynn
i-
2 -
3 -
25 -
8 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
2%
5%
7%
59%
19%
2%
2%
2%
Total
1.
1 -
11 -
15 -
36 -
9 -
2 -
1 -
l-
1%
1%
14%
20%
47%
12%
3%
1%
1%
TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH
THE HISTORIC RELICS IN THIS COUNTY?" AS WAS OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-
FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS HISTORICAL STUDY OF CAMDEN AND GLYNN
COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Camden Glynn Total
Yes
No
No Response
20 -
10 -
2 -
63%
31%
6%
28 -
14 -
1 -
65%
33%
2%
48 -
24 -
3 -
64%
32%
4%
The totals for both counties were 64 percent "Yes, •• 32 percent
"No," and 4 percent gave "No Response," Although 64 percent of the
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total number answered "Yes," it is to be concluded that the teacher,
principals and supervisors are not entirely aware of the importance of
the historical relics to the educational program. Glynn County's par
ticipants seemed not to have as much information about their resources
as the participants of Camden County*
In terms of the present-day emphasis upon the use of community
resources, it would be expected that the teachers in Camden and Glynn
counties would have indicated a higher degree of familiarity with the
historic resources available.
The Problem of Securing Historical Information.—Table 5, page
44, presents the data derived from the responses to the question: "Are
you interested in securing information about the historic relics of
this county and other counties?" The results were: Camden 30 or 94
percent "Yes," 2 or 6 percent "No," Glynn County 41 or 95 percent
"Yes," and 2 or 5 percent "No." The total of all participants was 71
or 95 percent "Yes" and 4 or 5 percent "No." With the exception of 4
or 5 percent which answered "No," the respondents felt that the know
ledge of these historic resources was very important to the school's
curriculum.
The Problem of Conveying Historical Knowledge to Pupils.—The
data in Table 6, page 44, presents the results on the responses to the
question! "Do you teach information concerning the historic relics
of this county in your classes?" The data from the participants to
this question were: Camden County, 15 or 47 percent "Yes," 16 or 50
percent "No," and 1 or 3 percent gave "No Response"; Glynn County
responses were 23 or 53 percent "Yes," 18 or 42 percent "No," and 2
or 5 percent gave "No Response." From the totals of both counties
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TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
SECURING INFORMATION ABOUT THE HISTORIC RELICS OF THIS COUNTY AND
OTHER COUNTIES?11 AS WAS OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS
IN THIS HISTORICAL STUDY OF CAMDEN AND GLYNN COUNTIES,
1959-1960
Yes
No
No Response
Camden
30 - 947*
2 - 67.
TABLE 6
Glynn
41 -
2 -
957*
57.
Total
71 -
4 -
957.
57.
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "DO YOU TEACH INFORMATION
CONCERNING THE HISTORIC RELICS OF THIS COUNTY IN YOUR CLASSES?" AS
WAS OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS HISTORICAL
STUDY OF CAMDEN AND GLYNN COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Yes
No
No Response
Camden
15 -
16 -
1 -
• 477.
- 507.
• 37.
Glynn
23 -
18 -
2 -
537.
427.
57.
Total
38 -
34 -
3 -
517.
457.
47.
38 or 51 percent "Yes," 34 or 45 percent "No," and 3 or 4 percent gave
"No Response."
It is of interest to note the number of teachers presenting
information concerning the historic relics as compared to the number
not presenting this information. One half of the teachers or 50 per
cent of the teachers in Camden County are not including this informa
tion, yet the percentage of Camden teachers with such knowledge
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exceeded that of Glynn County teachers, principals and supervisors.
The Problem of Finding Information about Historic Relics.—
Table 7, page 46, presents the data from the responses to the question;
"Have you found it difficult to find information about or on historic
relics?"
The results of the responses were: Camden County 14 or 43 per
cent "Yes/1 13 or 41 percent '•No/1 and 5 or 16 percent "No Response."
Glynn County 17 or 40 percent "Yes/1 15 or 35 percent "No/1 and 11 or
25 percent "No Response." The overall total average for both counties
was: 31 or 41 percent "Yes," 28 or 37 percent "No/1 and 16 or 21 per
cent "No Response."
From the data it seemed information about relics in Glynn
County could be found easily, but in Camden County it was harder to
find historical information about the relics. The data also pointed
out a great need for more published information about historic relics
in these two southeast Georgia counties.
The Problem of Being Taught about Historic Relics.—Table 8,
page 46, presents the data of the responses to the question: "As a
student were you ever taught about the historic relics of your county
and other counties?" From the data received the writer found these
percentages: Camden 23 or 72 percent "Yes," 8 or 25 percent "No,"
and 1 or 3 percent !tNo Response." Glynn County: 23 or 53 percent
"Yes," 15 or 35 percent "No," and 5 or 12 percent "No Response." For
both of the counties: 46 or 61 percent "Yes," 23 or 31 percent "No,"
and 6 or 8 percent "No Response."
It was interesting to note that the number of teachers answering
"Yes" in Camden and Glynn were the same. A greater percentage of the
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TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "HAVE YOU FOUND IT
DIFFICULT TO FIND INFORMATION ABOUT OR ON HISTORIC RELICS?" AS WAS
OBTAINED FROM. SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS HISTORICAL STUDY
OF CAMDEN AND GLYNN COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Yes
No
No Response
Camden
14 ■
13 -
5 -
- 43%
- 41%
- 16%
Glynn
17 - 40%
15 - 35%
11 - 25%
Total
31 -
28 -
16 -
41%
37%
21%
TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "AS A STUDENT WERE
YOU EVER TAUGHT INFORMATION ABOUT THE HISTORICAL RELICS OF YOUR
COUNTY AND OTHER COUNTIES?" AS OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE
PARTICIPANTS IN THIS HISTORICAL STUDY OF TWO SOUTHEAST
GEORGIA COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Yes
No
No Response
Camden
23 -
8 -
1 -
- 72%
- 25%
- 3%
Glynn
23 -
15 -
5 -
53%
35%
12%
Total
46 -
23 -
6 -
61%
31%
8%
Glynn teachers had not had this training than Camden teachers. With
the percentages: Camden County 8 or 25 percent "No" and Glynn County
15 or 35 percent "No."
The Problem of Should Information on Historic Relics Be Includ
ed in the Schools' Curriculum,—Table 9, page 47, presents the data
derived from the question! "Do you think that information on historic
relics should be included in the schools' curriculum?" The data
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TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "DO YOU THINK THAT
INFORMATION OF HISTORIC RELICS SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE SCHOOLS'
CURRICULUM?" AS WAS OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN
THIS HISTORICAL STUDY OF TWO SOUTHEAST GEORGIA COUNTIES,
1959-1960
Csmden Glynn Total
Yes 31 - 97% 40 - 93% 71 - 94%
No 2-5% 2 - 3%
No Response 1-3% 1-2% 2 - 3%
derived from the responses were: Camden 31 or 97 percent "Yes/1 and
1 or 3 percent "No Response." Glynn County: 40 or 93 percent "Yes,"
2 or 5 percent "No/1 and 1 or 2 percent "No Response*11 The two
counties had totals of 71 or 94 percent "Yes/1 2 or 3 percent "No/1
and 2 or 3 percent "No Response,"
Although 34 or 45 percent of the teachers of these two counties
did not give instructions about the historic relics, it is interesting
to note that 71 or 94 percent would like to see such information added
to the schools' curriculum* Only 2 or 3 percent would not like to see
such information added. And only 2 or 3 percent did not respond to
the question.
The Problem of Methods Used to Bring Information to the Class,—
Table 10, page 48, presents the responses to the statement: "Check
the way or ways through which you have brought information on historic
relics to your class." The data derived from the responses were:
Camden County 12 or 20 percent "JPield Trips," 5 or 8 percent "Films,"
5 or 8 percent "Dramatizations," 18 or 30 percent "Lectures," 4 or 7
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TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OP THE RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT! "CHECK THE WAY OR WAYS
THROUGH WHICH YOU HAVE BROUGHT INFORMATION ON HISTORIC RELICS TO YOUR
CLASS," AS WAS OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS
HISTORICAL STUDY OF TWO SOUTHEAST GEORGIA COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Camden Glynn Total
Field trips 12 - 20% 8 - 10% 20 -
Films 5-8% 9 - 11% 14 - 10%
Dramatizations 5-8% 5 - 7% 10 - 7%
Lectures 18 - 30% 19 - 24% 37 - 27%
Film strips 4-7% 5-7% 9 - 6%
Assigned Reading 10 - 16% 17 - 22% 27 - 19%
No Response 7 - 11% 15 - 19% 22 - 16%
percent "Film Strips/1 10 or 16 percent "Assigned Reading/1 and 7. or
11 percent "No Response." Glynn County 8 or 10 percent "Field Trips,"
9 or 11 percent "Films/1 5 or 7 percent "Dramatizations/1 19 or 24
percent "Lectures/" 4 or 7 percent "Film Strips/1 10 or 16 percent
"Assigned Reading," and 15 or 19 percent "No Response."
From the data it was observed that a greater percentage of
the teachers used "Lectures" as the main method of conveying informa
tion about the historic relics to the classes, "Assigned Reading"
rated second and "Field Trips" third. The method used least of all
was "Film Strips" with only 9 or 6 percent using this method.
The Problem of Pupils' Interest in Information about Historic
Relics.—Table 11, page 49, presents the data of the responses to the
question? "Are your pupils generally interested in information about
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TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "ARE YOUR PUPILS
GENERALLY INTERESTED IN INFORMATION ABOUT HISTORIC RELICS?"
AS WAS OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS
HISTORICAL STUDY OF TWO SOUTHEAST GEORGIA COUNTIES,
1959-1960
Camden Glynn Total
Yes
No
No Response
23 -
2 -
7 -
72%
6%
22%
31 -
4 -
8 -
72%
9%
19%
54 -
6 -
15 -
72%
8%
20%
historic relics?" The data derived from the responses were: Camden
County 23 or 72 percent "Yes/1 2 or 6 percent "No/1 and 7 or 22 per
cent "No Response." Glynn County 31 or 72 percent "Yes," 4 or 9
percent "No/1 and 8 or 19 percent "No Response." As for both counties
the results were: 54 or 72 percent "Yes/1 6 or 8 percent "No/1 and
15 or 20 percent "No Response."
The interest of the pupils in both counties seems to be high
in regards to the history about the relics found in the two counties.
And yet, the writer found that 15 or 20 percent of the participants
did not answer this question*
The Problem of the Types of Relics Found in the Two Counties.—
Table 12, page 50, presents the data of the responses to the statement:
"List the types of historical relics found in your county and/or com
munity." The responses were: 28 or 8 percent checked "Towns," 47 or
13 percent checked "Buildings," 36 or 10 percent checked "Cemeteries,"
46 or 12 checked "Monuments," 39 or 11 percent checked "Plantations,"
49 or 14 percent checked "Marshes," 46 or 12 percent checked "Ruins,"
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TABLE 12
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT: "LIST THE TYPES OF
HISTORIC RELICS FOUND IN YOUR COUNTY AND/OR COMMUNITY," AS WAS
OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS
HISTORICAL STUDY OF WO SOUTHEAST GEORGIA
COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Camden Glynn Total
Towns 20 - 16% 8 - 3% 28 - 8%
Buildings 20 - 16% 27 - 12% 47 - 13%
Cemetery 12 - 9% 24 - 10% 36 - 10%
Monuments 13 - 10% 33 - 14% 46 - 12%
Plantations 22 - 17% 17 - 7% 39 - 11%
Marshes 7 - 5% 42 - 18% 49 - 14%
Ruins 13 - 10% 33 - 14% 46 - 12%
Islands 11 - 9% 38 - 16% 49 - 14%
Records 8 - 6% 10 - 4% 18 - 5%
No Response 3-2% 2-2% 5 - 1%
49 or 14 percent checked "Islands," 18 or 5 percent checked "Records,"
and 5 or 1 percent gave no answer to this question.
The Problem,of Naming the Historic Relics Found in the Com
munity.—Table 13, page 51, presents the data of the responses to the
statement: "Name the historic relics to be found in your community."
The data for Camden County was distributed as follows: Town of St.
Marys 9 or 9 percent, McDonald Building 3 or 3 percent, Rudolph
Building 2 or 2 percent, Orange Hall 4 or 4 percent, Cumberland
Island 7 or 7 percent, Tabby Ruins 13 or 13 percent, Maryfield Planta
tion 10 or 10 percent, George Washington Pump 6 or 6 percent, Cannon
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TABLE 13
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT t "NAME THE HISTORIC
RELICS IN YOUR COMMUNITY AS SHOWN BELOW," AS WAS OBTAINED FROM
SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS HISTORICAL STUDY OF TWO
SOUTHEAST GEORGIA COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Camden Total
St. Marys 9 _ 9%
McDonald Building 3-3%
Rudolph Building 2 - 2%
Orange Hall 4 ,. 4%
Cumberland Island 7 - 7%
Tabby Ruins 13 - 13%
Maryfield Plantation 10 - 10%
George Washington Pump 6-6%
Cannon Gun 1 - 1%
Presbyterian Church 4 - 47,
Oak Grove Cemetery 5-5%
Arnold House 2 - 2%
Bedell Plantation 5 - 5%
Towns House 4 - 4%
Robert E. Lee Cemetery 1-1%
Rico Mill 2-2%
Tobacca House 2 - 2%
Mounted Guns 6-6%
Harold Cemetery 2 - 2%
Crooked River State Park 1 - 1%
No Response 11 - 11%
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Gun 1 or 1 percent, Presbyterian Church 4 or 4 percent, Oak Grove
Cemetery 5 or 5 percent, Arnold House 2 or 2 percent, Bedell Planta
tion 5 or 5 percent, Towns House 4 or 4 percent, Robert E. Lee Ceme
tery 1 or 1 percent, Rice Mill 2 or 2 percent, Tobacco House 2 or 2
percent, Mounted Guns 6 or 6 percent, Harold Cemetery 2 or 2 percent,
Crooked River State Park 1 or 1 percent, No Response 11 or 11 percent.
From the findings the number of relics found in Camden County
equalled those of Glynn County, making the two counties rich in his
torical resources*
The Problem of Naming the Historic Relics Pound in the Com
munity,—Table 14, page 53, presents the data of the responses to the
statement: "Name the historic relics to be found in your community."
The data for Glynn County was distributed as follows: Fort Frederica
27 or 16 percent, Light House 4 or 2 percent, Lanier's Oak 18 or 11
percent, Retreat Plantation 6 or 3 percent, Bloody Marshes Marker 28
or 16 percent, Christ Church 10 or 6 percent, St. Simons Island 1 or
1 percent, Old Ironside 2 or 1 percent, Tabby Ruins 11 or 6 percent,
Jekyll Island 2 or 1 percent, Oglethorpe Marker 7 or 4 percent,
Greenwood Cemetery 3 or 2 percent, Lovers' Oak 10 or 6 percent, Liberty
Tree 2 or 1 percent, Episcopal Church 3 or 2 percent, Marshes of Glynn
12 or 7 percent, Hamilton Plantation 5 or 3 percent, Major Horton's
House 1 or 1 percent, Wesley Oak 3 or 2 percent, Cannons 1 or 1 per
cent, Old Mill Site 2 or 1 percent, Rockefeller Museum 1 or 1 percent,
No Response 8 or 5 percent.
The Problem of How the Historic Relics are Advertised or
Publicized.—Table 15, page 54, presents the data of the responses to
the question: "How is the information about the historic relics
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TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE STATEMENT: "NAME THE HISTORIC
RELICS IN YOUR COMMUNITY AS SHOWN BELOW," AS WAS OBTAINED FROM
SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS HISTORICAL STUDY OF TWO
SOUTHEAST GEORGIA COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Glynn Total
Fort Frederica 27 - 16%
Light House 4-2%
Lander's Oak 18 - 11%
Retreat Plantation 6-3%
Bloody Marshes 28 - 16%
Christ Church 10 - 6%
St. Simons Island 1 - l%
Old Ironside 2 - 1%
Tabby Ruins 11 - 6%
Jekyll Island 2 - 1%
Oglethorpe Marker 7-4%
Greenwood Cemetery 3 - 2%
Lovers' Oak 10 - 6%
Liberty Tree 2 - 1%
Episcopal Church 3-2%
Marshes of Glynn 12 - 7%
Hamilton Plantation 5 - 3%
Major Horton's House 1 - 1%
Wesley Oak 3-2%
Cannons 1 - 1%.
Old Mill Site 2 - 1%
Rockefeller Museum 1-1%
No Response 8-5%
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TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "HOW IS THE INFORMATION
ABOUT THE HISTORIC RELICS ADVERTISED OR PUBLICIZED?" AS WAS OBTAINED
FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS HISTORICAL STUDY OF TWO
SOUTHEAST GEORGIA COUNTIES, 1959-1960
A
B
C
No
1
2
3
Response
Camden
4 -
17 -
4 -
8 -
2 -
7 -
9 -
16%
68%
16%
31%
8%
26%
35%
Glynn
29 - 62%
18 - 38%
14 - 27%
5 - 9%
19 - 37%
14 - 27%
Total
33 -
35 -
4 -
22
7
26
23
- 49%
- 45%
• 6%
advertised or publicized?" The data derived from the responses were:
Camden: 4 or 16 percent "Historic Society," 17 or 68 percent "News
paper/1 4 or 16 percent "Not at all," 8 or 31 percent "Year round," 2
or 8 percent "Seasonal/1 7 or 26 percent "Periodically/1 and 9 or 35
percent "No Response." Glynn County: 29 or 62 percent "Historic
Society," 18 or 38 percent "Newspaper advertisement," 14 or 27 percent
"Year round," 5 or 9 percent "Seasonal," 19 or 37 percent "Periodically"
and 14 or 27 percent "No Response."
The Problem of How the Historic Relics are Maintained*,—Tab1e
16, page 55, presents the data of the responses to the question: "Are
the historic relics in your county taken care of or maintained by the
county, city, or private group?" The data derived from the responses
were: Camden: 8 or 24 percent county, 7 or 21 percent city, 9 or 26
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TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "ARE THE HISTORIC
RELICS IN YOUR COUNTY TAKEN CARE OF OR MAINTAINED BY COUNTY,
CITY, OR PRIVATE GROUP?11 AS WAS OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-
FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS HISTORICAL STUDY OF TWO
SOUTHEAST GEORGIA COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Camden Glynn Total
County 8 - 24% 33 - 52% 41 - 42%
City 7 - 21% 16 - 25% 23 - 23%
Private Group 9 - 26% 6 - 9% 15 - 15%
No Response 10 - 29% 9 - 14% 19 - 20%
private group and 10 or 29 percent no response. Glynn County: 33 or
52 percent county, 16 or 25 percent city, 6 or 9 percent private group,
and 9 or 14 percent no response. For both counties: 41 or 42 percent
'•county," 23 or 23 percent "city," 15 or 15 percent "private group,"
and 19 or 20 percent "No Response,"
The Problem of Fees for Visitation to Historic Relics.—Table
17, page 56, presents the data of the responses to the question: "Are
fees charged for visitation to historic relics?" The data derived
from the responses were Camden: 1 or 3 percent "Yes," 31 or 97 per
cent "No," Glynn County: 4 or 9 percent "Yes," 24 or 56 percent "No,"
and 15 or 35 percent "No Response." For both counties: 5 or 7 per
cent "Yes," 55 or 73 percent "No," 15 or 20 percent "No Response."
The fees ranged from 25$ to 50$ as given by the participants.
The Problem of School Groups Making Scheduled Visits to Sites
of the Historical Relics.—Table 18, page 56, presents the data of the
responses to the question: "Do school groups make scheduled visits to
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TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "ARE FEES CHARGED FOR
VISITATION TO HISTORIC RELICS?11 AS WAS OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE
PARTICIPANTS IN THIS HISTORICAL STUDY OF TWO SOUTHEAST
GEORGIA COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Camden Glynn Total
Yes
No
No Response
1
31
- 3%
- 97%
TABLE 18
4 -
24 -
15 -
9%
56%
35%
5 -
55 -
15 -
7%
73%
20%
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "DO SCHOOL GROUPS MAKE
SCHEDULED VISITS TO THE SITES OF THE HISTORIC RELICS?" AS WAS
OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PARTICIPANTS IN THIS HISTORICAL
STUDY OF TWO SOUTHEAST GEORGIA COUNTIES, 1959-1960
Camden Glynn Total
Yes
No
No Response
6 -
25 -
1 -
18%
79%
3%
22 -
8 -
14 -
50%
18%
32%
28 -
33 -
15 -
37%
43%
20%
the sites of the historic relics?" The data derived from the responses
were for Camden 6 or 18 percent "Yes," 25 or 79 percent "No," and 1 or
3 percent "No Response*" For Glyn County 22 or 50 percent '*Yes," 8 or
18 percent "No," and 14 or 32 percent "No Response.." When the coun
ties are combined the percentages were: 28 or 37 percent "Yes," 33
or 43 percent "Ho," and 15 or 20 percent "No Response."
When one considers the importance of firsthand knowledge, the
percentage: of teachers taking their classes to the historical sites
was very low»
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Rationale*—Through the centuries educational statesmen have
urged the utilization of "real experiences'1 rather than "synthetic"
and/or "artificial learning" activities in the school, A child's
educative experiences are more impressive and lasting when they are
realistic and direct: and found in the matrix of concrete materials.
If teachers believe that the primary purpose of education is to improve
the quality of community living through more effective individual par
ticipation, it is,then, vitally urgent that there be a stronger move
ment toward mobilizing educational forces to use the community's
historical resources for the purpose of supplementing and vitalizing
the lone textbook; for however excellent it may be, it needs to be
enriched by complementary and enriching learning materials.
What, then, do we consider as our community? We usually con
sider the community as an area represented by the city, county, state,
or even as a nation in which we live and pursue our daily tasks. But,
in considering the use of the community in education of children and
youth, we think in terms of all these existing or potential materials
and forces in the school-community which could and should be utilized
to improve the quality of teaching and learning. And, certainly, all
of the pupils should be exposed to the background of all of the
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important historical places, events, and cultural products in their
community.
Wesley and Adams affirmi
The community is an epitome of the world* It provides instances
of every fundamental process, past and present. The local church
is the summation of man's efforts to meet spiritual needs; the
grocery store is the crossroads of the world's economic highways;
the village council is wrestling with many of the problems that
have vexed rulers of all ages; the local doctor shares in all
knowledge concerning sickness and health; the local citizens are
heirs of all the ages. The local community has continuity with
the past and connections with all the world, and includes all the
hopes which inspire men everywhere. It has dignity and meaning*
The teacher who cannot appreciate the community in which her
school is located is overlooking a source of living power.1
More and more, the tapping of community resources will be
noticed in American education. But, as we use these resources, it
Will also be noted that learning through direct, concrete, and sensory
experiences need careful selection, preparation, and evaluation so that
the underlying purposes of the learning experiences are apparent and
fully understood by the participants. The activities which use com
munity resources should rise from class or school projects, meet a
specific need; or solve a particular problem. Again, we must remember
that all of these resources of the local community are just outside the
school's door.
Further, within the framework of the total community resources
are to be found a wealth of places, relics, objects, and products
which historically mark the cultural background and advances of a
people and/or a community. It is these cultural relics which are
1Edgar Bruce Wesley and Mary A. Adams, Teaching Social Studies
in Elementary Schools (Boston! D. C* Heath and Company, Revised Edi
tion, 1952), p. 382.
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most important in their use towards the vitalization and enrichment
of the educational program.
Evolution of the Problem,—The writer first became aware of
this problem after being employed in the Camden County School System
for one school year.
After carefully studying the community in which the writer was
employed, it was noted that there were many historical points of value
located in the county* Having attended elementary school in this
county, the writer was aware of the lack of attention focused on the
historical places and events in the county. As the writer turned her
attention to the high school in Glynn County, there again very little
attention was given to the community historical resources. The writer
felt that a study of the historical resources of Camden County and
Glynn County should be made* With these facts in mind the writer
felt that such a study would reveal pertinent information concerning
the historical facts of Camden County and Glynn County, Georgia. This
study should reveal also to the writer if these facts are being con
veyed to the children of Camden County and Glynn County, Georgia. It
should also point out how these facts are being conveyed to these
children.
Contribution to Educational Thought and Theory.—The writer is
aware of the importance of the community resources and of their impor
tance to the educational program of any school system. The increasing
importance of the impact of the community upon the program of the
school creates a need for teachers, principals, superintendents, and
members of the board of education to become more conscious of the
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impact which the community will have on the children and school as a ~
whole.
The goals of the educational program become, therefore, not
just to educate the children with the three R's but to educate the
children with facts of importance about places, events, and legends
of historical value to them.
It has been said that the community is an epitome of the world;
that the school is to the community as a mirror is to the face. With
this in mind, the writer hopes from the data received, recommendations
will be made for the improvement of the use of the historical infor
mation in the schools of Camden County and Glynn County, Georgia. It
is hoped that the data will help bring to light in a compiled form,
pertinent information concerning the community historical resources
of Camden and Glynn counties.
It is further hoped that the data compiled will be of value to
administrators, teachers, pupils, or researchers, and persons in
research work of historical nature.
Statement of the Problem.—In this study the problem involved
was to identify, analyze, and interpret the nature and scope of the
historical cultural relic resources to be found in two counties in
Southeast Georgia; and to determine the extent to which the resources
found in these counties were being used in enriching and vitalizing the
educational programs of the schools situated in these Georgia counties
for the school year 1959-1960.
Limitation of the Study.—This study was limited to identifying,
analyzing, and appraising the extent to which the historical cultural
relic resources present were being used in the school situation, but
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did not seek to determine any effect of the presence of the resources
and/or determine the outcomes in the schools.
Purpose of the Studv*~-The major purpose of this study was to
make a comprehensive survey of the historical cultural relic resources
in two Southeast Georgia counties, and to determine whether or not
these resources were being used in the educational program of the
schools serving these counties during the 1959-1960 school year.
More specifically, the main purposes of this research are
characterized in the statements belowi
1. To determine what are the historical cultural relic
resources to be found in these two counties*
2. To determine the way through which the historical re
sources are brought into, how used in the educational
programs of the schools in the two Southeast Georgia
counties*
3. To determine if the historical cultural relic resources
are being used in the educational programs of the schools
in the two Southeast Georgia counties*
4. To formulate whatever implications, if any, for educational
theory and practice which may be reasonably justifiable
by the analysis and interpretation of the data.
Definition of Terms,—The most significant terms which were
used throughout this research are characterized in the following
statements:
1* The term "community historical resources" as used in this
study refers to all historical places, events and relics
to be found in Camden and Glynn counties, Georgia*
2* The term "historical" as used in this study refers to all
places, relics, and events characteristic of the period
between 1775 and 1900 in Camden and Glynn counties,
Georgia.
Locale and Research Design,—The significant aspects descrip
tive of the locale and research design of this study are indicated
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separately below*
1. Locale—'This research was conducted in seven elementary
and secondary schools for Negroes in two southeast coun
ties in Georgia, for the school year 1959-1960. The
counties are bound on the south by the St. Marys River,
on the west by Charlton, Brantley, and Wayne counties;
on the north by Mclntosh County and on the east by the
Atlantic Ocean. In this section of Georgia many histor
ical relics are found. Ancient missions, islands, and
ancient buildings may be found*
2. Period of Study—This study was conducted during the 1959-
1960 school year. Although, much of the planning for the
study was carried out under the guidance of competent ad
visors during the summer session of 1959 at Atlanta
University.
3« Method of Research—A combination of the Historical and
Descriptive Survey Method of research, employing the
specific technique of the questionnaire, and analysis of
official records, were used to gather the data required
for this study.
4. Description of Subjects—The subjects in this study were
seventy-five teachers, principals and supervisors who were
vitally concerned about the use of the historical relics
of these two southeast Georgia counties in the educational
program,
5. Description of Instruments—The research instruments used
in collecting the data for this study are as follows* (a)
A questionnaire was specifically designed and validated
under the supervision of competent advisors in the area of
educational research of the Education Department of Atlanta
University, (b) an analysis of books, official records of
the counties, (c) newspapers, (d) observation and (e) land
markers.
6* Criterion of Reliability—The criterion of reliability for
the data was predicated upon the authenticity and accuracy
of the responses to the questionnaire items, together with
the documentation of the actual existence of the relics.
7. Procedure—The data necessary for this study were gathered,
analyzed, interpreted, and presented as follows:
(a) Permission to carry on this research project was
obtained from the proper school administrators in
two counties where the study was conducted.
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(b) The questionnaire used as the basic data-gathering
instrument was constructed and validated under the
supervision of competent staff members of the School
of Education, Atlanta University*
(c) The questionnaire was distributed to the proper indi
viduals in the schools which participated in the
research,
(d) Whenever necessary, personal visits were made to
schools and communities, and interviews with capable
individuals to supply added and authenticating data
to the study*
(e) The data from the questionnaires, records and books
were collected and organized under proper captions
and presented in appropriate tables and figures in
the finished thesis copy.
(f) The findings, conclusions, implications and recommen
dations stemming from the interpretation of the data
are incorporated in the finished thesis copy*
8» Collection of Data—During the early part of the second
semester of the 1959-1960 school year questionnaires were
sent to seven elementary and secondary Negro schools in
two southeast Georgia counties. These questionnaires were
well executed by the subjects, consequently, out of the
one hundred and twenty-five questionnaires sent, the
seventy-five returned questionnaires were used in this
study.
The questionnaire was validated under the supervision of
competent staff members in the area of educational re
search. The data from the total number of usuable ques
tionnaires returned by the subjects were tabulated, with
the results in tables according to number and percent of
each item responded to on the questionnaire.
Summary of Related Literature,—The review of the related
literature pertinent to this problem in the concept of better use of
community relic resources as a means of enriching the learning process
in elementary and secondary education, and is directly concerned with
the opinions of teachers, principals and visiting teachers in regard
to the methods used in the educational program. The literature
revealed that there is a general agreement that in a democratic society
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the community plays a very important role in the educational program*
With reference to the importance of community resources in
the educational program, writers in the field set forth the following
beliefs:
1. The use of community resources should grow out of class or
community needs*
2. The teacher should make a community survey of the community
resources so that appropriate guidance can be given*
3. Plan with pupils, giving attention to needs and questions.
4. Make plans with pupils to visit sites*
5* Give definite form for recording data*
Illustrative of the professional thinking on the problem of
community resource-use in an effort to provide or enrich the educa
tional program for all is the significant statement.
Michaelis states:
The local community is the maturing child's laboratory for
learning about man's way of living. In the community the child
can explore and study in a firsthand way the basic function of
group living. The child can develop increasingly deeper insight
into social functions by experiencing them directly in his daily
living and, under teacher guidance, by comparing ways of living
in his community with those in other communities. The richer the
experiences the child has in his community, the greater will be
his comprehension of ways of living elsewhere.!
Summary of Basic Findings.—The summary of the data derived
from the responses of the subjects to the questionnaire items, reac
tions to interview questioning, and authenticated documents is pre
sented in the separate characterizing statements to follow.
1John U. Michaelis, Social Studies for Children in a Democracy
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., Second Edition, 1956), p. 204.
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1. Teaching Experience in County.—For Camden County up to
10 years 47 percent, 11 through 25 years 35 percent, 26
through 35 years 15 percent, with 3 percent not answering.
For Glynn County up to 10 years 37 percent, 11 through 25
years 39 percent, 26 through 35 years 10 percent, with 14
percent not answering.
2. What grade or grades do you teach?—'The grades taught by
the respondents were in keeping with their areas of prep
aration and types of certificates held.
3. Number of pupils in class.—For Camden County the number
of pupils in the class ranged from a high of 12 or 34 per
cent between 26 and 30 pupils to a low of 1 or 3 percent
between 16 and 20 pupils. For Glynn County a high of 25
or 59 percent between 31 and 35 pupils, and a low of 1 or
2 percent 11 to 15 pupils.
4. Familiarity with historical resources.—For Camden County
the responses were 20 or 63 percent "YES," 10 or 31 per
cent "NO," and 2 or 6 percent "NO RESPONSE." For Glynn
County the responses were 28 or 65 percent "YES," 14 or
33 percent "NO," and 1 or 2 percent "NO RESPONSE."
5. Securing information about historical relics.—For Camden
County the responses were 30 or 94 percent "YES," 2 or 6
percent "NO," and for Glynn the responses were 41 or 95
percent "YES" and 2 or 5 percent "NO."
6. Conveying information concerning historical relics.—
Camden County responses were 15 or 47 percent "YES," 16
or 50 percent "NO," and 1 or 3 percent "NO RESPONSE."
For Glynn County the responses were 23 or 53 percent
"YES," 18 or 42 percent "NO" and 2 or 5 percent "NO
RESPONSE."
7. Difficulty in Finding Information about Relics.—For
Camden County the responses were 43 percent and 41 per
cent yes and no, respectively. For Glynn County the
responses were 40 percent and 35 percent yes and no,
respectively. The !lno responses" were 16 percent and
25 percent for Camden and Glynn Counties, respectively.
8. Receiving Information about Historic Relics.—For Camden
County the responses were 72 percent and 25 percent yes
and no, respectively. For Glynn County the responses
were 53 percent and 35 percent yes and no, respectively.
The "no responses" were 3 percent and 12 percent for
Camden and Glynn County, respectively.
9* Including Historic Relics in Curriculum.—For Camden
County the responses were 97 percent yes and 3 percent
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"no response." For Glynn County the responses were 93
percent yes, 5 percent no and 2 percent "no response*."
10. Methods of Teaching Historic Relics.—For Camden County
the method most used was Lectures, with Field Trips coming
second and Assigned Reading third. For Glynn County the
responses ranged from Lectures taking first place, Assigned
Reading second^ and Field Trips third.
11. Pupils' Interest in Historic Relics*—For Camden County
the responses were 72 percent and 6 percent yes and no,
respectively* For Glynn County the responses were 72
and 9 percent yes and no, respectively. The "no responses"
were 22 percent and 19 percent for Camden and Glynn County
respectively*
12. List of Types of Relics Found.—The following types of
relics were found in the two counties: towns, buildings,
cemeteries, monuments, plantations, marshes, ruins,
islands and records.
13* Names of Historic Relics in the Community.—For Camden
County the following relics were found: town of St.
Marys, McDonald Building, Rudolph Building, Orange Hall,
Cumberland Island, Tabby Ruins, Maryfield Plantation,
George Washington Pump, Cannon Gun, Presbyterian Church,
Oak Grove Cemetery, Arnold House, Bedell Plantation, Towns
House, Robert E. Lee Cemetery, Rice Mill, Tobacco House,
Mounted Guns, Harold Cemetery and Crooked River State Park.
14. Names of Historic Relics in the Community.—For Glynn
County the following relics were found: Fort Frederica,
Light House, Lanier's Oak, Retreat Plantation, Bloody
Marshes Marker, Christ Church, St. Simons Island, Old
Ironside, Tabby Ruins, Jekyll Island, Oglethorpe Marker,
Greenwoed Cemetery, Lovers' Oak, Liberty Tree, Episcopal
Church, Marshes of Glynn, Hamilton Plantation, Major
Horton's House, Wesley's Oak, Cannons, Old Mill Site,
Rockefeller Museum.
15. Advertising and Publicizing Historic Relics.—For Camden
the responses were 16 percent Historic Society, 68 percent
Newspaper advertisement, 16 percent not at all. Thirty-one
percent year round, 8 percent seasonal, 26 percent period
ically and 35 percent no response. For Glynn County the
responses were: Sixty-two percent Historic Society, 38
percent newspaper advertisement, 27 percent year round,
9 percent seasonal, 37 percent periodically, and 27 per
cent no response.
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16. Maintenance of Historic Relics.—For Camden County the
responses were: 24 percent County, 21 percent City, 26
percent Private Group, and 29 percent no response. For
Glynn Gounty the responses were: 52 percent County, 25
percent City, 9 percent Private Group and 14 percent no
response.
17. Fees for Visitation to Historic Relics.—For Camden
County the responses were: 3 percent and 97 percent yes
and no, respectively. For Glynn County the responses
were: 9 percent and 56 percent yes and no respectively;
with a 35 percent no response.
18. Scheduled Visits to Historic Relic Sites by School
Groups.—For Camden County the responses weret 18 percent
and 79 percent yes and no, respectively. For Glynn County
the responses werei 50 percent and 18 percent yes and no,
respectively. The "no responses" were 3 percent and 32
percent for Camden and Glynn County, respectively.
Conclusions.—This study seems to warrant the following con
clusions:
1. The overall data revealed that there is a need for profes
sional training of the administrators and teachers in
resource use education so that they may more effectively
use the resources available to the schools.
2. In general greater knowledge and skill in the use of com
munity resources is needed.
3. The overall data revealed that the teacher, principals and
visiting teachers favored the inclusion of historical
instruction in the school's curriculum.
4. The overall data revealed that the teacher, principals and
visiting teachers would like more historical material in
a combined form*
Implications.—The analysis and interpretations in this study
appear to reveal the following significant implications:
1. The data seems to justify the implication that the adminis
tration personnel should be more fully aware of the avail
able resources due to their length of service in the
community and county.
2. The data seems to justify the implication that administra
tors do not utilize the available resources as effectively
as they might in order to vitalize the educational program.
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3, There, also,, appears to be a need for better means of
advertising the historic relics found in these two
counties.
4. There appears to be a definite need for more emphasis
placed on the historic relics found in these two counties.
Recommendations.~-The following recommendations are made as a
result of the findings in this study:
1. That the schools make effective use of all educational
resources in the community whether they be physical,
natural or human.
2* It is recommended that the teachers provide themselves
with all available materials, conferences, workshops and
travel that will strengthen their instructional procedures
which may be weak because of inadequate prior training.
3. Similar studies conducted in other regional areas to
identify the nature, extent, scope and value of resource
use education to the schools located therein*
4. There should be greater interaction between the school and
community developed by asing all community resources in
learning experiences and improvement of the educational
program.
5. That the teaching of historic relics be established as a
part of the curriculum of Camden and Glynn counties
Georgia.
APPENDIX
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COVER LETTER
Post Office Box 915
St. Marys, Georgia
March 17, 1960
Dear Teacher:
It is my desire to make a study of the Methodology of the
Historical Resources in the Vitalization of Instructional Patterns
in Camden and Glynn Counties. This study is being made through the
School of Education of Atlanta University in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the Master of Arts degree.
Your cooperation in filling out this questionnaire and
returning it in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope
immediately will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Geraldine T. Walker
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QUESTIONNAIRE
The Methodology of Historical Resources in the Vitalization
of Instructional Patterns
Directions!
Please fill in the items below and give the information asked
for. These data are needed in a survey of the historical resources in
instructional patterns of the counties, Camden and Giynru Please
return these sheets in the self-addressed, stamped envelope immediately*
1. What is the name of your county? t
2. What is the name of your school? _________ _______
3« How many co-workers do you have? ________
4. How long have you worked in this county?
5» What grade or grades do you teach? ______
a. What high school subjects do you teach?
6. How many pupils are in your class?
7. Are you familiar with the historic relics in this county?
Yes No _
8* Are you interested in securing information about the historic
relics of this county and other counties? Yes No
9* Do you teach information concerning the historic relics of this
county in your classes? Yes No
10* Have you found it difficult to find information about or on
historic relics? Yes No
1L» As a student were you ever taught the historical relics of your
county and other counties? Yes No
12. Do you think that information on historic relics should be included
in the schools' curriculum? Yes No
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13* Check the way or ways through which you have brought information
on historic relies to your class*
_, field trips _ films dramatizations
, , lectures film strips assigned readings
14. Are your pupils generally interested in information about
historic relics? Yes No
15* List the types of historic relics to be found in your county and/
or community*
a Towns i Ruins
b Buildings i Islands
^Cemetery k Records
^Monuments 1 Others (specify)
Plantations 1*
Marshes 2.
m Ships
16. Name the "historic relics" in your community and/or county as
shown below*
Name of relics
1.
2.
3.
4*
5.
6.
Location of relics
1.
2.
3*
4*
5.
6.
Age of relics
1.
2*
3.
4*
5*
6.
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17* How is the information about the historic relics advertised
or publicized? (check)
a Historic Society issues a pamphlet or booklet.
b Newspaper advertisement c Not at all
(■"•) year-round
( seasonal
.,.;... periodically
18* Are the historic relics in your county taken care of or main
tained?
a by county
b by city
c by a private group
19. Are fees charged for visitations to historic relics? Yes
No If yes, what is the fee? __
20* Do school groups make scheduled visits to the sites of the
historic relics? Yes No
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